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Morning. Lorinda Moholt. 8" x 12".
Pigma Micron pen and watercolor on
Arches Text Wove, written on a lovely
morning. This quote, adapted from a
favorite author, says what I believe
almost every day – occasionally I just
muddle through it. “Lorinda Moholt
at Eighty,” page 18.
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Darla Engelmann, California. 6.5" x 6.5". The text is “The Sun Never Says,” from The Gift: Poems by Hafiz, the Great Sufi Master, translations by
Daniel Ladinsky (Penguin/Compass, 1999). “Watercolor was used for the sun and rays. The poem was written with a red Pigma Micron pen
in Akim script. Since I have been working with pen manipulation, I thought the sun’s rays would be a good practice exercise.
I used three different colors in a 6mm Pilot Parallel Pen.”

Calligraphic Suns
by Carol DuBosch

One week this spring in cloudy Portland, Oregon, was filled with glorious calligraphic suns.
I manage an online calligraphic art group, Scribbled Lives, and the group’s seventy-six members make art in response to
a weekly prompt. The prompt can be a quote, an idea, a word, a season. Members take turns creating the prompt, and the
artwork is posted for members to see on a private Facebook page. The members’ skill levels vary from dedicated hobbyist
to professional scribe. The art can be any size and in any media, and this guarantees a huge variety of interpretations. That
week’s prompt was Calligraphic Suns. Members began posting their sun images during the week, and it became clear that
these suns needed to be shared more widely than just with our private group. A selection of responses to the prompt are
reproduced on the pages that follow. My hope is that they will brighten your week as much as they did mine.
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Straight Penholders: The different ways they hold the nib
One of the functions of a penholder is to hold the nib securely
in the staff. Various penholders use different mechanisms and
materials to accomplish this task, using wood, plastic, or metal,
or some combination of the three. The most common is a metal
outer ring with four interior prongs inserted in the staff, and it
is used in basic wood penholders and in finer versions, some
with elaborate turnings. A variation on this is the Mitchell #53
triangular penholder with the four prongs but no metal ring.
The Speedball Standard Penholder is all plastic, both staff and

nib-holding mechanism (it is sometimes referred to as the
Speedball Plastic Penholder). The Universal penholder is also all
plastic and has a soft tubing around a hard core. Other holders,
like two wooden ones from Tachikawa, use a plastic insert to hold
the nibs. A few, like the straight holders from Century and the
Brause Double Pen Holder, are all wood. Carol DuBosch’s DipStik
pen holder uses a section of plastic tubing to hold the nib against
a wooden core. And a new fine wood holder from Germany
reverses that and has a core of plastic within a wooden staff.

Choosing a Penholder

short holders that range from 4.75 to 5.25 inches (the new Small
Fine Wood Holder from Germany is only 3-3/8 inches long!).

Choosing a penholder is a personal thing. Major functional
considerations include its shape, length, grip diameter, weight,
how the nib is held, and, of course, if the nib you use fits in the
holder. Shape, length, diameter, and weight will influence how
a penholder fits your hand – does it feel balanced, do the weight
and grip feel right?

Diameter. The diameter of the grip area varies as well, from the
3/8 or so inches of the standard holder to the almost 3/4 inches
of the short pen holders called thick or carrot. (The grip diameter
of curved or tapered holders will depend somewhat on where
you grip.)

Marbled wood, straight taper

Painted wood, straight taper

Cork tip (Cork grip)

Speedball plastic, hourglass

Moblique plastic, hourglass

Fine Wood, hourglass

Comic plastic, straight grip

Thick wood, hourglass

Holders shown at
50% of actual size.

Double nib, straight cylinder

Double nib, faceted

Fine Wood, curved

Shape. Penholders also come in many shapes. The most common
is the straight taper, as in the marbled holder shown in the photograph; it also comes in natural, stained, and painted wood, and
sometimes in other materials. The cork grip or cork tip holder adds
a layer of natural cork around a straight-tapered staff. The cork
provides a cushion and a thicker diameter grip. The hourglass
shape of the black-plastic Speedball Standard Penholder is also
used by the new Moblique dual-use penholders
and for a variety of wood holders, some plain and
some with decorative tail ornamentation. The
hourglass shape provides a valley area for the
fingertips. (Some woodworkers, unfortunately,
add ornamental turning in the grip area where
it doesn’t belong.) Some holders are simple
straight cylinders. All of these holders allow
for easy pen turning during strokes and at the
end of strokes. Those holders with facets in the
grip area, including the 6-sided Brause holder
and the Mitchell #53, hinder this advanced
broad-pen technique.

Weight. This is a function of the holder’s size and the material it
is made of. Wood is generally heavier than plastic, but different
woods do vary in weight.

Length. The standard is around 6.5 inches (the
Moblique comes in at 7 inches). There are also
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The Ruling
Pen Rules!
by Thomas Hoyer

Demonstrating the ruling pen in a workshop.
Photo by Gertrud Ziegelmeir.

When I was twelve years old, my parents took us along when
they visited friends in a neighboring town. The husband was
an artist, and among his books was one with the artwork of
Roger Dean, who created logos, album covers, and concert
artwork for various bands (Dean created the logo for the group
Yes). Immediately, I was hooked, and instead of playing with
my siblings and the other kids, I asked for pencil and paper.
I copied as much as I could during the time of our visit. That
visit was the starting point for me, the first of three key events
that led me to my career in graphic design and lettering.
I pretty much grew up as a loner and a nerd, and drawing
– especially drawing letters – became my main occupation.
I started without a teacher, models, or even a book. I didn’t
even know you would call this “calligraphy.” It was not until
I was seventeen that I discovered the broad edge nib as a tool
for making letters. My dad still had a set of Brause nibs from
his time in school. He gave those to me, and for letterforms,
he gave me an old book printed in a Fraktur typeface: Die
Glaubens- und Sittenlehre der katholischen Kirche (The Ethics
and Doctrine of the Faith of the Roman Catholic Church – in
addition to then being a teacher, my father was a dean in our
local parish). The volume had beautifully flourished initial
letters.
Wir suchen das Wissen. 2017. Ruling pen and Ecoline liquid watercolor on
cold press watercolor paper. This quote, Wir suchen das Wissen, das wir
durch Information verloren haben (We seek the knowledge that we have
lost through information), is likely derived from two lines in T. S. Eliot’s
play The Rock (1934): Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?
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Embroidered Tablets
by Diane Savona

The Library of Louvain Leuven. Diane Savona. Dye-painted and stitched cotton fabric with appliqués of leather, mounted on a fabric-covered base.
16" x 16". This Belgian city’s name is Louvain in French and Leuven in Flemish/Dutch.

Before printed books, before parchment manuscripts,
and even before papyrus scrolls, much of what we
know about the most ancient cultures was inscribed
onto durable clay tablets. Today, information is
stored in an ethereal cloud. This precarious state of
our knowledge has led me to create a series of textile
30
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tablets on the history of communication. Just as clay
tablets can be destroyed, knowledge can be lost, and
some of my tablets deal with the loss of information.
It seems fitting that this loss is conveyed in (what is
viewed as) the much less durable medium of textiles.
My first task is exploration, and I happily research

POINTED PEN & BRUSH SCRIPT
Kuretake Zig Cocoiro Letter Pen, Extra Fine

Pentel Sign Pen Brush Tip

Faber-Castell Pitt Artist Pen Brush

Pentel Color Brush

Pentel Pocket Brush (GFKP)

Kuretake ZIG Brushables

Tombow ABT dual-brush pen

Kuretake Zig Clean Color Real Brush

There are two people that I credit with starting what later
became an explosion of interest in pointed-pen script with pen
and brush. One person who provided the spark is Molly Suber
Thorpe. It was her first book, Modern Calligraphy: Everything
You Need to Know to Get Started in Script Calligraphy, that let
the wider world know that pointed pen scripts could be something different – more informal, less bound by lines, less rigid
in form – than standard versions of Copperplate and
Spencerian Script. The result can be more visually
exciting than the quiet elegance of traditional scripts.
It is because of her book that we have a third major
pointed-pen style named Modern Calligraphy.
And now, Molly has a new book coming
out this fall, Mastering Modern Calligraphy: Beyond the Basics: 2,700+ Pointed Pen
Exemplars and Exercises for Developing
Your Style.
The other person is Linda Schneider.
Though workshops and classes around the
country, she has introduced pointed pen
scribes (and other calligraphers) to the idea
that their alphabet forms can be written with
a pointed brush pen/marker. The pointed brush
pen is treated as a pointed metal nib – it is by
varying the pressure on the brush tip that you
get the thick and thin strokes of a Copperplate
script. The brush pen is a more convenient tool
than the metal nib – as Linda has told us, you
can use the brush pen anywhere, anytime,
which is not true with a metal nib that
has to be dipped into a bottle of ink.
Linda is author of the book Designing
Faces, Figures, Florals and More: Contemporary Ornate Pictorial Calligraphy. She is
working on a book on brush pen script.
From the work of these two scribes (and the contributions of others), the interest in hand-lettered script
has grown quickly and widely on the fertile ground
of the World Wide Web, where all forms of calligraphy now abound. – John Neal

THE POINTED BRUSH PEN
Kuretake Zig Scroll & Brush

Pentel Brush Sign Pen Artist

Like the various dip-pen nibs, the tips of
brush pens have different characteristics.
You need to experiment to find the one that
best suits your skill level, the size of writing, the
paper used, and the purpose at hand. At left,
Linda has provided examples from many brush
pens. While Linda uses the brush pen to write
traditional Copperplate forms, others have
applied its ease of use to the more casual
Modern Calligraphy forms.

Brush pen examples by Linda Schneider.
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NEW PRODUCTS

A Double Scoop of Happy Hand Lettering
This year has brought us two books with the same title,
each with a different focus. Jen Wagner’s book, Happy Hand
Lettering: Simple Calligraphy Techniques to Bring Your Words
to Life is about the causal pointed pen script that is called
Modern Calligraphy, as done with the pointed marker,
pointed metal nib, and pointed brush. It includes the use of
more typographic forms and using your computer to add
elements to a lettering piece, as well as a series of projects.
The book lacks exemplar alphabets for pointed marker and
for pointed brush.
Happy Hand Lettering: An Inspirational Guide for Creating
Beautiful Words of Life by Maghon Taylor is a very different
book. It about one thing as far as letters are concerned: making larger letters by hand, joyfully, with a pointed marker,
such as a Sharpie. Maghon breaks it down for you and keeps
it simple and tells you that less-than-perfect forms are fine.
The instruction moves at a breezy but very manageable pace,
and it is like she is there talking to you. She shows and tells
you only what you need to know for the lesson at hand. The
instruction includes some trace-and-copy exercise pages for
each of the three alphabets you learn – lettering styles that
are common in more contemporary hand lettering. Maghon
calls them my favorite, signature swirl, and print alphabets.
The second half of the book is a collection of projects to use
(and practice) the letters you learn. Each project is also a
positive life lesson with inspiration from a passage from the
Bible. For example, the “You are strong, bold, beautiful, and
brave” project draws inspiration from 1 Thessalonians 5:11:
Therefore encourage one another and build one another up.
The multiple photos of Maghon, always with the broadest
smile, remind us that the point of her book is happiness!

40
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Happy Hand Lettering: An Inspirational Guide for Creating
Beautiful Words of Life by Maghon Taylor.

Manuscript Shimmer Inks

In addition to a
base color, these
new inks from
ROSE
STRAWBERRY
RUBY
FIZZY
QUARTZ
CRUSH
SUNSET
ORANGE
England have very
fine shiny particles
that give your
writing or stokes
shimmer. They use
GLITTERING
FESTIVE
WOODLAND ENCHANTED
shiny gold-colored
GOLD
SPARKLE
MIST
SEAS
particles for some
ink colors and
silver-colored particles for others.
DAZZLING
OCEAN
PERSIAN
COSMIC
The inks are very
LAGOON
WAVE
BROCADE
BLUE
fluid, and the
particles are small
enough so the inks
are compatible
with calligraphy
MIDNIGHT
FROSTED
SUGAR
ULTRA
fountain pen use
SKY
BERRY
PLUM
VIOLET
– with frequent
cleaning. They are
less effective with
fine-point writing
HONEY
BRANDY
PRALINE
BLACK
tips, and I would
GLOW
FLAMBÉ
FROSTING
ICE
not use them with
rare or expensive fountain pens. They are
good for folded and ruling pens where a
free-flowing ink is a plus and cleaning
is easy. The inks shine best when a
SILVER
SMOKEY
LIGHTS
SHADOWS
generous amount of ink is laid down.
However you use them, it is important to
stir or shake the ink before loading your pen as the shiny stuff will
have settled on the bottom of the bottle. And a loaded fountain
pen will need the occasional shake to keep the shiny particles distributed. Because the particles are small, the inks provide a more
subtle shimmer rather than a bold sparkle (unfortunately this
shimmer is difficult to show in a printed magazine). –John Neal

Ziller Metallic Inks
Ziller metallic silver ink is
back! It has been unavailable
for a number of years, but
ASPEN GOLD
Ziller is offering a silver again, STERLING SILVER
along with a metallic gold. They are acrylic-based, dry waterproof,
flow well from the pen, and show well on both light and dark
colored papers. Ziller inks are pigmented, so you can add a bit of
Ziller Ivory to Ziller Gold to make Champagne Gold, and a touch
of black can be added to darken the silver.

Shown against a black envelope.

Inks that
Shimmer

Envelope Calligraphy Ruler by Kestrel Montes
Not that long ago, I received a commission to do envelopes
for a wedding. The envelopes were dark-colored, and I could
not use my lightbox to calligraph the addresses. I got frustrated with how much time it was taking to individually
mark and rule lines on each envelope. So I designed a ruler
template for the job and cut one from clear acrylic and got
back to work. Happily, the ruler template made it so much
easier and faster to get the addressing job done. I cut more
of them (using my company’s laser engraving equipment)
and sent them to my good calligrapher friends, who thought
they were great. I then did a redesign of the ruler template to
make it good for more envelope sizes and scripts, and I later
found a company to die-cut them in bulk, to share with the
larger calligraphic community.
For the ruler, I kept in mind that fancy invitations are
commonly sent in A7 or A9 envelopes, and RSVP card
envelopes are commonly A2, while standard greeting cards
are commonly A6 or A7 – my ruler includes center marks
for all those sizes.
Different size envelopes can call for different size letters,
so ruler guides are provided for different x-heights: 4, 5, and
6.5 mm. I knew that the extended ascenders & descenders of
pointed pen scripts mean that evenly spaced guidelines simply do not work. So, for 4mm and 5mm, my ruler provides
for the commonly used ratio of 3:2:3 (ascenders : x-height :
descenders) that can be tedious to figure with a standard
ruler. For 6.5mm x-heights, the lines are evenly spaced.
Also, different cursive scripts can have different slants, so
my ruler guide provides for 55-degree (fairly standard for
Copperplate) and 52-degree (for Spencerian) slant lines.
Modern Calligraphy, by its nature, has no standard and can
use either.
Because I found some of the other lining tools to be a
little intimidating and complicated to use, I wanted to create
a lining ruler that works well and is simple to use. But since
even simple tools can benefit from a demonstration, I created
a video: www.johnnealbooks.com/envelope-ruler
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